of drugs, including a1cohol,6 that is the
problem. Many believe this issue cannot be
solved by prohibition or prosecution.
Michaelis, who earned his PhD at Imperial College, London, is essentially advancing an idea proposed afmost 15 years ago by
Matthew Huxley, the son of Aldous Huxley
who wrote The Doors ofPerception, which
described the “mysticaf” effects of taking
mescaline.7 The proposal, which called for
a sociafly sanctionable drug and laid down
the criteria for such a product, was first
floated by Matthew Huxley in Jrrrerdisciplinary Science Revie~s.8

It is interesting to note that Anthony has
amassed his own extensive collection of artworks—medals
issued to commemorate
prominent scientists and scholars. 1‘ve enjoyed viewing this unusual collection when
visiting him in London. Perhaps he may be
persuaded to share his interest in scientific
medals with CC readers in a future essay.
●

****

My thanks to Paul R. Ryan and Judith
Schaefferfor their help in the preparation of
this essay.
el%ols
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Back to Introduction

DR. ANTHONY R. MICHAELIS, EDITOR
Interdisciplinary Science Reviews
12 Hall Road, London NW% England
‘Ice’ (methamphetamine),
‘crack’ (smokable cocaine) and ‘angel dust’ (PCP phencyclidine) are

designer drugs, syntfresisedto better aad replace
natural narcotic drugs they follow the now wellestablished trend to improve natural products by
man-made materials. At present these new drugs
are only made in kilogram quantities by rogue
chemists in illegat, back-sfrect ‘laboratories’; they
cannot yet rival the tome quantities of natural
narcotics, like heroin and cocaine, derived from
agriculturally cultivated plants, refined and marketed worldwide by sophisticated criminal cartels. Like so many ofher naturat products, how-

ever—paints, textiles and rubber-these
may well
be replaced in time by synthetic drugs of which
an infinite variety can exist. The most brilliant of
all drug designers was finatly caught in the
United States after a very long search by federal
agents. No doubt others will replace him, chemically copying, adding to and changing the drug
molecule.

Socially Sanctionable Drug
With the ever-increasing worldwide seriousness
of the drug problem, the time has come for a

Reorinted with mmniasion frnm: Imt-rdisciplirzury Science Reviews 15(2):97- 104.1990
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radical solution, namely the production of a 4socially sanctionable dreg’ to be produced by the
established pharmaceutical industry. Such a drag
would induce euphori~ would be pleasantly hallucinogenic, gently altering the state of consciousness, without leading to addiction and the other
highly undesirable after-etTects of presently available natural and synthetic narcotics. Such an ideal
drug. ‘Soma’, was fmt proposed in 1932 by AIdous Huxtey 1 in Brave New World; J. D. Bema12
repeated the plea for such a ‘non-habit forming
drug for different enjoyments’ in The Social
Function of Science, 193% and Matthew Huxley,3
the son of Aldous, fully elaborated in his article in
Interdisciplinary Science Reviews in 19’76 the
‘Criteria for a Socially Sanctionable Drug’. Although 14 yearn have now elapsed since its publication, no reseamh on this subject has apparently
taken place, and a solemn entreaty must here be
made to begin now with research on, and production of, the ideal dreg.
The Drug Problem
During the past few yeara, the ever-increasing
abuse of hallucinogens, the soft drugs, and of narcotics, the hard dregs, both of natural origin, has
proved to be quite beyond any control. Today the
drug problem is woridwide, has spread through
all strata of society and neither Draconian laws,
such as execution for smuggling, nor soft television advertising warning of the dangers of addiction, has had more than a minimal effect. According to the latest United Nations statistics

drug-related crimes are increasing faster than all
other criminal activities. The occasional and
much-publicised seizures of tome quantities of
narcotics by police and customs officials are
known to he only a minute proportion of the ille
gal tratlic that crosses all frontiers. It has been
stated4 that in some countries such seizures are
the ‘bribes’ paid to ofllcials to let the brdk shipments pass unhindered.
The Extent of the Problem
h has teen estimated that the total amount of
marijuana available for use in the United States in
1988 was between 15,000 and 21 ,(KXltomes, of
which 65 t tonnes were seized in that year. With
respect to cocaine, a similar picture emerged: of
the total global production of 400 tonnes, 34
tonnes were recently corrtiscated in Los Angeles,
Texas and the Gulf of Mexico, onty 8% of the
total. Estimates of the dollar value of the illicit
drug market worldwide vary between $300 and
$5(x3 thousand million per amum. That drug addicts turn to crime to support their habit is well
known, with the result that onequarter of the
murders reported in US cities are related to drug
trafficking, and by September 1989, the US federal prison population was s?.~o above capacity. h
is estimated that the US annual expenditure on
illegal drugs is in the range of $200 thousand
million; for comparison, in 1988 Americans spent
$37 thousand million on tobacco, $62 thousand
million on atcohol, $101 thousand million on new
automobiles and $497 thousand million on food,
according to the US Commerw Department.
There can be no doubt of the seriousness of the
drug problem.
Possible Remedies

Copy.gix, 19%),Los Angela liis
Rcpnntcd by pmmswn.
w caauw Hw@w
by Paul Conrad

Why have natnral dmg production and consumption grown to such an ahnost unbelievable extent
when, since Neolithic times, haihrcinogenic
chemicals from psychotropic plants have “been
widei y used in all crdtures anti societies which
have left us their records to study? What possible
measures exist, apart from legal prohibition of
drug use and public education of the user, to overcome the problem and its quite incalculable
human suffering? The answer favoured at present
is the eradication of drug production at its site by
offering the peasant producers alternative crops to
cultivate; as the economic return from such substitute crops is only a fraction of the price paid for
coca leaves, opium poppies or Indian hemp, this
solution to the problem has not succeeded. It has
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been eshmated thal coca cultivation supports 3%
of Peru’s population and 5% of Bolivia’s, and that
ps.sants can earn 10 to 20 times as much from a
cm-a crop as from the best legitimate ahemative
agricultural hmest.
The dmg economy has
brought to these previously afmost destitute people the first glimmer of hope of emerging from
utter poverty, If the chain between grower, prm
ducer, distributor and consumer could be broken,
would the growers again be thrown into distress
and grinding poverty? To subsidise the growers to
an adequate level of existence, once they had
given up the cultivation of coca, opium and hemp
worldwide, would require sums far in excess of
those now devoted to the drug war by the United
States and other countries. Coordinated international efforts at penetration, subversion and destruction of the drug cartels might appear a feasible solution, bu! so far they have failed utterly.
Admittedly, some of the leaders of the Medellin
drug cartels and their acolytes have been captured
and a few imprisoned; but new ones are always
waiting to take their profitable places. The only
real remedy is to twk]e [he problem at the consumer end, either by removing the reasons for
drug taking or by substituting a synthetic model
drug, free from all harmful effects. Rese~ch into
its synthesis and commercial production must
now be started in d] seriousness, before the drug
problem becomes an even greater universal tr~gcdy,
Consumer

ultimate change of consciousness, In the rich
North, the deterioration of the imer cities, unemployment and raciaf tensions between minorities
have forced many to try alcohol and drugs to
e sc ape the enviromnent. For the more affluent,
drugs may have simply been a new extension to
conventional pleasures or a way of escaping bOredom. In the poor South, the population explosion
and its attendant miseries have brought about further grim hardships in addition to the same societaf factors prevailing in the North.
Producer Growth
As the markets for both soft and hard natural
drugs developed, Ihe producers, driven by their
desire for easy riches and by their criminaf greed,
were not slow to exploit and expand the market
with its incommensurate increase in profits. The
value of drugs produced worldwide for the United
States markets is now estimated at anywhere fmm
$8 thousand to $300 thousand million a year and
is growing. No drug statistics are either accurate
or up to date, Natural drugs are still derived fmm
psychotropic plants like hemp, Cannabis sariva
L., commonly known also as marijuana. hashish,
ganja and kifl from the poppy plant, Pupaver
somnifewn,
yielding opium and its derivatives
morphine, heroin and codeine; and particularly
from the coca plant, Ery/hro,qlum CO(’U,the
source of cocaine and its semi-synthetic derivative crack.

Growth

The recent growth of the drug problem can be
blamed on two age-old human desires, greatly
exacerbated by prevent conditions all over the
world: the desire of the young to escape from m
unhappy environment and the greed of the drug
cmtels in their criminal efforts. It has been estimated that a 3(K-kg shipment of cocaine worth
$9fWD0 in Colombia would have a retail value
of $27 million, according to The Ewtwnis/, ‘Cocaine is the most profitable article of trade in the
world,’ There arc many forms of drug taking,
such as the ghre srrifllng of the young, in search of
a mysticaf experience-the
kick-which
religion
is obviously no longer able to provide. Even
worse is the smoking of opium, with a history of
hundreds of years. to which smoking of crack
(modilied cocaine) has recently been added. Sub
cutaneous injection-skin
popping-and,
finally,
intravenous injection of the drug-mainlinirrg—
are the most dangerous ways of drug taking by
addicts. It is the classic story of repeating with
ever-increasing dosages his or her quest for the

Drug Agriculture
Cultivation of these major drug sources is concentrated in the poor agricultural areas of Iran.
Afghanistan and Pakistan. the so-called Golden
Crescent. with India and Nepaf as lesser but not
unimportant producers. The second major area,
the Golden Triangle. comprises Burma, Laos and
Thailand, and the third, which one may well cafl
the Golden Star, is in South America, in Colombia, Peru, Bolivia and f.krrarlcw,The extent of drug
agriculture may be judged from the fact that
215,(X) tomes of coca leavw =e anmrafly extracted in Colombia afone arrd refined there for
cocaine. As mentioned befote, all attempts to replace these immensely profitable crops with others have been a failure. Drug agriculture has become by far the most profitable source of export
and the largest source of hard currencies for these
countries; with their often vety large extemaf
debts, governments have tolerated, if not actively
encouraged, drug agriculture.
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Consequences

of Drug Agriculture

Like all other branches of agriculture, drug agrcukure makes its considerable, though in this case
hidden and illegal, contribution to the world’s
economics. Being illegal, its profits have allowed
the illegal purchase of armaments on a large scale
by either governments or by rebels, thus allowing
regional contlicts to flourish and to continue for
lengthy periods. So, for example, it is a fact that
the Mujahadin of Afghanistanc fmarrce roughly
one-third of their supply of rockets and anrrmmtion from drug agriculture. Another instance is
Lebanon, which produces mttgfrfy 60 tonnes of
opium annually in the much fought-over Bekaa
Valley, no doubt yielding profit for the arms trade.
Drug Laws and Drug Control
The production, sale and marketing of narcotic
drugs has been declmd a criminal activity in afmost all countries. Legal controls of international
narcotic trat%c have now been attempted for more
than 1(XIyears but have been flouted worldwide.
An early example of this was the first Opium War
(1839- 1842) which ended with the victory of the
British over the Chinese and the Treaty of
Tlentsin, which allowed the unlimited importation
of opium from India to China’ Since then a long
and complex history of international attempts to
control drugs has evolved from the 1912 Hague
Convention through League of Nations Agreements and the Narcotic Dmg Conventions of the
United Nations. None of these were effective. In
addition to these international attempts many
countries have passed their own legislation, like
Narcotic Drug Control Acts and Dangerous Drugs
Acts; but none of these laws have ever halted the
illegal traffic and use of narcotic drugs. However,
the inclusion of the phrase ‘intent to distribute’
has proved most useful in a recent US law to
prosecute criminats when caught, but in the absence of any reliable statistics, the etllcacy of
drug legislation cannot b-eaccurately determined.
Yet the drug problem, with afl its miserable ramifications, is on the increase.
Control of Synthetic Drugs
The recently developed synthetic drugs have presented a further diftlculty to the lawmakem. It is
normat practice to attach a schedule of prohibited
drugs to all drug-control laws, the schedule spelling out the chemicat formula, as well as the international and other non-proprietary name, of eaeh
prohibited drug, the last item being a cover-at]

phrase like ‘salts and preparations of the above’,
As some of the synthetic drugs are not normally
listed in prohibited drugs schedules, new schedules will now have to be drawn up under a titte
such as ‘Controlled Substances Analogtses’; then
producers and users of the synthetic drugs can be
prosecuted in due course, in years to come. As
Goethes wote in Faust
Vom Rechte, das rnit uns geboren ist,
Van dem isl Ieider! nie dle Frage.

Chemieal Interdiction
[n the production of all drugs, in the refinement of
the natural products just as much as in the syrrttresis of designer drugs, a range of chemicals is requited in addition to the active principle itself. K
the new synthetic drugs cannot be stopped by
legal means, would the interdiction of chemicals
be possible? Dr. John Emsley of Kings College,
London University (The Independent, London, 5
February 1990) certainfy made a persuasive case
which appears theoretically feasible, To refine
heroin from opium and cocaine from coca leaves,
solvent-extractants
such as acetic arrhydride,
methy 1 etfry] ketone and diethyl ketone are
needed. Apparently the US Drug Enforcement
Agent y hopes that through control of these chemicats, the flow of cocaine from Colombia to the
United States can be Educed, if not hafted. In
practice it may prove ditllcutt, however, to prevent the supply of solvents fmm other countries,
as well as control delivery from front companies
using them for allegedly legitimate purposes. The
same is tme for the synthesis of designer dregs.
Intermediate or precursor chemicals like ephedrine or phenylacetone may now be controHed,
but they can probably be acquired illegally either
from abroad under a false name or through front
companies. Total control of the US or foreign
chemical industry is out of the question, as was so
recently proved by the synthesis of chernicalwarfare agents in the Third World from imported
intermediate chemicals.
Stop Prohibition?
It has been forcibly argued that as the drug problem is insoluble by legaf, educational or any other
means, the prohibition of drug usage shouid stop.
At least such a soft drug as marijuana, or cannabk, should be easily available, as it is, for example, in Tbc Netherlands and India. This argument
gains some strength from the fact that the unavailability of these soft drugs drives the potential user
into the arms of the criminal purveyor of hard
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drugs, only too eager to market hk wares. The
argument fails to convince me, as it will prove
impossible to legalise one kind of drug but not
another. Supportem of the argument point to the
precedent of alcohol prohibition in the United
States and its eventual repeal in 1933 after it had
created much criminal activity, kotlegging, and
as its enforcement had greatly varied from state to
state. One entirely novel societal phenomenon has
entered this argument recently. If smoking can be
almost eliminated by a virtual ostracism of the
smoker, would not even greater pressures stop
drug taking, if and when drugs become legally
obtainable? At present, strong poli[ical, legal and
public opinions will demand continuation of prohibition for the foreseeable future,

Ritmtf and Religious Use of Drugs
Undoubtedly the best control of drug usage Wcurred in historical times when drugs were widely
used for ritual and religious pwposes. The halhlcinogens, the non-addictive chemicafs frum
plants, producing a temporary altered state of
mind, wert then used as a means to an end, for
example, to achieve union with tribal ancestors,
to prov ide access for a shaman to his god, to expel
evil spirits from someone possessed or to enable a
medicine man to seek aid in the heafing of the
afflicted. Such usage is in sharp contrast to present-day practice, when drug taking is an end in
itself, often an act of rejection of saietal values, a
protest against culture, society and its taboos. It is
also a rejection of the long history of sanctioned
and controlled drug use to achieve recognised
cultural objectives.
History of Drug Use: Old World
[t is, of course, quite impossible to review here
the whole history of drug usage in the many different ancient and even mudem societies which
employed and enjoyed it; Furst9 edited an excellent summary of the subject in 1972. h ranged
widely, from the Amani{a mascaria, the divine
mushroom or fly agaric, which R. Gordon Wasson brilliantly deduced to be the sacrosanct soma
described in the Rig VeakL the text of Vedic Brahmanic ritual of ahout 1000 BC, to the Chdr des
Huschiwhiens.
This extraordinary
club was
founded in Paris in 1844; it met monthfy at the
Hotel Pinodan on the Isle St. Louis, Here, members ceremoniously, almost religious] y, drank a
green paste of hashish; this was followed by an
elaborate banquet at the end of which hallucina-

tions occurred. This ritualistic feast was described
by Baudelaire. Cannabk is mentioned in an ancient Chinese herbal of the second millennium
BC, the Greeks inhaled the vapours from incense
burners containing cannabis, and Demoeritos (ca
460 BC) knew cannabis in a drink with wine and
m yrdr to pruduce delirium and halhrcinations=ambrosia? Plato’s visions and the Eleusinian mysteries are also considered to be due to halhscisw
gens. All these drug usages were strictly
controlled, very limited, and produced no addiction, as hafhscinogens am not habit-forming.
History of Drug Use: New World
whereas in the Eastern Hemisphere-the
Old
World-.-cultural
development was rapid, from
hunting to agriculture, thruugh feudal to urban
scwieties, in the New World American fndkms retained their union with the natural and supemausral environment as a hunting people, with their
shamans and medicirw men using hallucinogens.
Psychotropic fungi were in use in IOCCIBC and in
the Nabuatl language of the pre-Columbian period the rituaf ingestion of hallucinogenic mushrooms was called feommrcaf/ or ‘gods’ flesh’, the
title of Furst’s review. The sacred morning glory
.$ophora secursd~ora and the peyote cactus were
painted on many pottery vessels and used in that
period in the frmerwy art of western Mexico. The
widespread mushroom cult was to the Spanish
missionaries the greatest hindrance to conversion
to Christianity and they fought it fiercely; tfte Inquisition considered it as satanic trickery and
even equated it with cannibalism. Equally loathsome to them was the peyote cactus, Lophophora
w,i//iatnsiL its cult survived, spread to Texas by
1760 and to the Nortfr American fndians by 1880.
In 1930 the cult became the Native American
Church, a legal religious sect, with about a quarter million Indian members. They consider its supernatural medicinal properties as a vegetal incwnation of the deity. Again, these drug uses were
ritually controlled, limited and did not lead to
addiction.
Narcotics in Literature
The transition frum the ritualistic controlled use
of hafhscinogens to the persomd, rurfimitcd abuse
of narcotics occurred over centuries and took different paths, Opium, the dried milky exudate of
unripe seed pods of the poppy plant, was known
to the Assyrians and Sumerians; HippcKrates prescribed it; Galen (AD 130-200) was enthusiastic
about it; and Paracelsus ( 1493-1 541) introduced
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laudanum, an alcoholic solution of opium. ‘flte
anatgesic effects of opium nave relieved the pain
of millions, but also led to addiction. During the
American Civil War, 40,000 soldiers fell victim to
this affliction, due to the invention of the syringe
and hypodermic needie. They were not atone,
Thomas de Quincy (1785-1859) published in
1821 his famous Confessions ofa English
Opium Earer, conceived as a wanting that arose
from his innocent use oi opium to re.iieve the pain
of facial neuraigim however, he did not atways
‘eat’ it-de Quincy had a decanter of laudanum
by his elbow w’tile writin~ his books. As members of the medical profession always irad free
access to analgesics, their temptation for self-administration must have been great, and one must
sP=date whether Sir Arthur Conarr Doyle (18591930), himself a qualified medical practitioner,
occasiorrafly srrccumbed. Why otherwise was his
most famous character, Sherlock Holmes, a ‘sdfpoisoner by cmaine’ (’The Pive Orange Pips’) by
injection, and why art Conao Doyle’s descriptions of opium addiction in a London opium den
so realistic (‘The Man with the ‘fWisted Lip’)?
There are other literary works written under the
influence of drugs, but ooty one further author can
here bt mentioned.

Aldous Huxley
The grandson of Thomas Henry Huxley, Aldous
Huxley (1894- 1963) took a first in English at
Bafliol College, Oxford, in 1916, despite a condition of near-blindness which had developed while
he was at Eton. HIS first novel, Cronre Yellow,
established his reputation in 1921 while he was
living in Itafy. In the 1930s he moved to Saoary,
neas Toulon, where he wrote Brave New Wor/d,
published in 1932. Hoping that the climate of California would improve his eyesight, he left Europe in 1937, and while in Cafifomia he became
convinced of the vahte of mystical experiences,
aided by experiments with hrdlucinogens like
mescaline. He described the effects in The Doors
of Perception and in Heaven and Hell. In his last
novel, [sfand, he elaborated his vision of Utopia,
mankind at its sanest and most admiraioie, where
the youth of the iskmd Pala underwent an initiation rite in which the moksha-medicine, a mild
hallucinogen, played a vital part. As Huxley was
the first contemporary author to discuss the relationship between mysticism and drugs, one must
ask if these and similar books influenced or even
promoted the drug-taking habits of his readers. It
is certainly a fact that religious establishments ob-

jected, Institutionalised rclI@rs
are not interested in the mysticat or rehg]ous experiences of
individuals.
Conclusions

for the Pharmaceutical

Industry

We have seen that hallucinogens have played an
important, well-regulated and harmless part in ritual and religious practice for centuries. Narcotic
drugs when used a.. analgesics have proved of
immense krefit, but have brought great human
misery and led to criminal activities when used by
drug addicts. So far at least it has been impossible
to arrest enough criotinafs to stop dmg abuse on
either a national or international scale. The ortly
scientific solution to the drug problem, proposed
by Matthew Huxley 14 years ago in this Journal,
has not been taken up by the pharmaceutical industry, although large profits could have been
made and although massive taxation would have
benefited atry state which licensed such an ‘ideat
drug’. I must attempt to answer why this has not
been done, however tentatively 1 can do this. The
safeguarding and improving of public herdth is
the avowed aim of the industry, and to this end,
10-1 5?’?. of their annual profits is spent on research and development. For six of the world’s
largest
pharmaceutical
companieslO-Meruk,
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Glaxo, SmithKline Beecham, Ciba-Geig y and Hoechst-tlteir
total annuat research ex~nditrrre adds up to $2.2 thousand million
on what might k
cafled
conventional threats to heatth, such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, rheumatism, Alzheimer’s
disease, malaria, AIDS, and marry other physicat
disorders. The elimination of the life-shortening
consequences of drug addiction, through the existence of an ‘ideal drug’, is clearly not a priority
subject for pharmaceutical research. Until it is,
the drug problem will continue to grow.

SSD—A Warning
When Matthew Huxley proposed a Swially
Saotionable Drug, or SSD, he made a num”~r of
stipulations which will undoubtedly meet with the
aPProvai of ali if and when so SSD ~mme~
available.
“

●
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No phamraceuticat company must be atIowed by itself to release any SSD to the
public.
Government approval of proposed development of SSD by type and characteristic
of proposed product is necessary.

Any drugs produced must ix subject to
continuous government testing in a regular review procedure of’manufiactunng facilities.

●

“

Certification of any system dispensing the
SSD is essential; arty ties with the manufacturers must be prohibited. These dispensaries must also exclude pharmacies
and they should he designed assd operated
m recreational places, like English pubs,
and licensed as such.

The Need for Better Surrogates
Anthony R. Michae[is

Aldous Huxley wote in The Doors of Perception:

At the end of the second millemium, we deserve
betler chemical surrogates, Ihe best that interdisciphnaty research can find and organic chemistry
can synthesise.

When for whatever reason, men and women fait
to transcend themselves by means of worship,
good works and spiritual exercise, they are apt
to resort to religion’s chenricaf surrogates.
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